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•Children Who Claim Prior Lives

•Transgender
•Trans Race
•Trans Religion

•2 Lives Tracked
•Birthmarks

UVA













•Near Death Experiences
•Arrival stories
•Religion doesn’t matter
•How could all these people who don’t
know each other be telling the same
lie?
•2 lives tracked
•IANDS

UNLV



Cases:

•Mellon-Thomas
•Benedict
•Pam Reynolds

UNLV



•Past Life Regression

•Transgender
•Trans Race
•Trans Religion
•Guide levels
•Animals

U. Of Miami



•10+ Lives tracked

•Mike Newton
•Past Life Regression
•Stories of events between lives
•Hay House Authors

U. Of Miami



Glen Ford
•Actor
•Student of psychic experiences
•Underwent hypnosis

Past lives include:
•Music Teacher
•French Calvaryman
•Cowboy



• ½ the global population believes in reincarnation
• Why is it taboo to study it on a scientific basis?
• One comment to people of faith, this
science proves that you will be
resurrected. You may choose to be
reincarnated, or choose not to. This
science supports all religious beliefs,
what we are discovering is truly
amazing. This is current information
and as factual as any science and
done in the same way.

Religion



Meta Analysis Has
Not Been Done

•Physics
•Fractal Geometry
•Statistics

•New Result



University of Toronto
Clairvoyant Archeology

•J Norman Emerson
•We have DNA proof that this is
true!





Princeton University
The Intention Experiments

•25 years
•250,000 trials







Stanford University
1972-1995

Remote Viewing

•$25 million in funding from the CIA, DIA,
NASA, Navy, Air Force & Army
Intelligence



•Ingo Swann
•Stephan Ossowiecki
•George McMullin
•Pat Price
•Hella Hamid
•Edgar Cayce
•Santa Claus



Meta Analysis
•Dean Radin
•10 to the 27th power
•We read this as fact and we should
stop looking to prove this effect but rather to
understand it better.

Fact: your mind can reach
outside your body.



•So where are our minds?
•Where is memory stored?
•Where is the Grandmother cell?
•Benveniste
•Transplant memories



•Holographic nature of memory
storage
•So memories are a wave form
•Memories are permanent to our
consiousness, we remember our
childhood.



•Quantum Biology
•Studying the very energy packets
that make up the matter our cells
are made of



•Everything is a wave form
•So memories are a wave form
•Memories are permanent to our
consciousness, we remember our
childhood
•But our bodies are not permanent to our
memories



• Particular Consciousness vs.
Wave Consciousness

• Entangled particles
• Sometimes a science is

incomplete, so what do we have?



•Our bodies are not permanent
•Our bodies replace themselves completely down
to every atom every 2 years and they are mostly
made of water, in fact we are sacks of water.
•Our brain is in fact more a modem than it is a
CPU
•Our mind is a field of information



•Particulate vs. Wave consiousness, both are true
simultaneously
•Just as particles exist in a particulate state and a
wave state simultaneously, called wavicles



•Our brain is in fact more a modem than it is a CPU
accessing information from the field of energy
around us
•Auras are in part that field of energy
•Allstars



•Quantum Biology is studying the very energy
packets that make up the matter our cells are made
of.



Current Science:

• Consciousness is not reliant on the body
• It can both occupy the body and reach
outside of it
• That once outside the body it is still discreet



•That once outside the body it is still
directed

•In essence you have reincarnated 25
times if you are 50 years old

•This is our current Truth/Reality



• Ontogeny recapitulates Phylogeny

• Who says this theory is discredited?

Why?



Studies:

• Fellatio/cunnilingus in fruit bats prolongs

copulation

• Bats tune into each other’s emotions

• Dolphins get high chewing on puffer fish

• Prostitution in Capuchin Monkeys



Studies:

• Documented homosexual behavior in

animals

• We all have the same genes





Studies:

• Monarchs

• Ohio State animal study

• How does cuddling a rabbit prevent the

rabbit from getting heart disease?

• French Harley Guinea Pig



• Base physics

• Codes, DNA, Quantum Biology

• Information is directly on the energy

below the biology.



• Alfred Wegener

• Tobacco companies

• We cannot make a moral argument

that separates us from nature.



• Chemistry/Biology rests on Physics
• It’s called Quantum Biology

• DNA Code
• Sub DNA Code



• Ventner
• Can code appear on biology without also

being written on the physics?
• Can this information organize itself from

nothing or is it organized and manifests
itself as us?



• In short consciousness exists before our
bodies.

• So what are we seeing in Physics?



• Time Entangled particles that don’t exist at
the same time
• Looks like Glen Ford
• If information is a wave form, see the
Hartley guinea pig experiment then
transplant memories make sense, remote
viewing and clairvoyance for the first time
have a theory to support our observations



• What about Math?

• Fractal Geometry of Nature

• Iteration

• Self Similarity

• Infer the whole from the parts (a pie)

• Statistics



• In short micro physics and religion are
beginning to sound an awful lot alike
•Dark Matter/Dark Energy

•Codes could be written on Dark Matter



• You cannot separate us from nature or the
underlying structure of nature or the math of
nature



• Thomas Kuhn

•   A science is made up of schools or

disciplines.



• A science has a paradigm. A

paradigm explains how the science is

done and what the science predicts.



•Anomalies are events that the science
cannot explain.

•When anomalies build up it forces the
science to change the paradigm.
•Example: Galileo

•These forced changes are not evolutionary
but rather revolutionary according to Kuhn.



• These forced changes are not evolutionary

but rather revolutionary according to Kuhn.

•In order to gain widespread acceptance the

current group of scientists must die off.



• So: The science of reincarnation has a
paradigm.

• It has 2 math predictors, statistics and
fractal geometry, support from the physics
community and the biology community.

• We already mentioned the schools that are
doing this science.



• The Science of Reincarnation meets
Kuhn’s criteria for being a science.

•If this then is a science then it should
take in how we deal with this as part of
this

• This doesn’t change the world it
transforms it



•Gift Shops
•McDonalds’ Theory of War--
VCRs



1. Belief Systems

• Infallibility- Blasphemy
• Scripture- Apostasy
• Mormons
• Catholic Hospitals



• Selective application of Doctrine:
• Sarah Palin wears pants
• Road side bombs instead of
scimiars



• Many of us have a habit of being
overly credulous to stories that
flatter our biases
• Tumbleweeds
• We hate to give up our ideas even
if fact tries to get in the way of
those ideas



2. Power Structures

• Military
• Politics- Geographic States
• Corporate States – India vs.
Novartis



3. Fusion Power Structures

•Putin giraffes Dick Cheney Wolf
Blitzer
•Saudi Arabia
• Iran- Transgender Rights



• Common Denomination

• What makes us the same,
consistent with biology, physics and
math. If there is a group here, then
that same group exists after death



•Teaching this becomes a political,
Military and Social Strategy

•It is a Galileo moment









•We can’t know the truth unless we are honest with
ourselves. We need to speak that truth to power.

• So what does the science of reincarnation tell
us?



1. That this science does not disrespect any

religion, in fact it offers scientific proof for those

belief systems.

If you have a belief system or religion that tells

you your death does end your consciousness

we are proving that that is true.



2. It proves the efficacy of prayer. When we get on

the same wave length is more that an

expression of common intent, it is a description

of how that intent actually works.



3. It also treats us equally regardless of belief just

as all sciences do.



4.  Gayness and gender movement are written into

our code, and we see our sexual inclinations in

the animal populations. They are just different

expressions of normal just as the color of our

skins are different expressions of normal.



5. Science is not God, science explains God’s

world to people who believe and explains the

world to people who do not believe.

6. Intellectual McDonald’s Franchise



•This must and will be taught; but how and

how fast our colleges teach it will determine

how fast the rest of the world learns it.

•Drones

•With holding Money

•Education will change the world



•What does this science show us?

•Reality, our reality that is what you will be

teaching.

•If the scientists who are doing this research

won’t stand up for it who will?


